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THE PHILOSOMY

Mueio is "a means of developing the human child, of 
tracing oat latent powers, and enabling him to make the best 
of himself.....nothing will more perfectly cultivate the 

in spirit.” -
How many students of piano can say that they have grown

h

mentally and emotionally through their music education?
Above all, how many of them can say that in their music they 
have found a satisfying, stimulating means of self-expression? 
Unfortunately, all too few2

The sad truth is that in most oases, a negative attitude 
is developed toward playing the piano during the first year
: ■ « : y f -r’ - " ' ■- . / , 'S . • ’ V  li.i: i v i S . • ' i ' 5* ■ t  -of study, with the result that most students stop their
' : . . ■■■■ r , / • : . : : • ■ > ' : ' ? "lessons as soon as their parents will let them.

What causes this negative attitude to develop? Am 
inflexible, mechanical method of teaching the piano2 This 
kind of method forces the child to learn rules and technical-
■ i : . ' ' : - ; . ' . . -V. . s ■ ' • . ' W  ' . ' ■

ities which are boring and tedious to him and which do not 
spell amusie.8 Beeause he is so restrained by all these 
symbols and mechanisms, he cannot express himself freely and 
pleasurably in his music, and consequently he cannot derive 
the benefits he should from his music education. 1

1. Eliot, Charles W.-A Great University President’s Vision - The Etude, l o v e m b e r . i m --------- ^ ----------------- -



Music can become a force that will free the spirit and 
the imagination and bring about deeper understanding and 
greater emotional release, only if the child lives his music 
deeply and has a burning desire and heed for it constantly 
in his life. 1 - - . ;

Our first aim then, as piano teachers and music teachers 
in general, must be to build enthusiasm in the child for his 
music. Once his enthusiasm is sufficiently aroused, he will 
want to learn of his own volition and will put more of him
self into his music. '■;'' • ■ - - ■ - '; ': ' - ’ - '•'1 r'' ■y' *y'" :.

low ean such enthusiasm be developed in the child? 
Certainly not through five finger exercises, forced practicing 
of monotonous technics and the imposition of adult standards 
and conceptions on the‘young student. Unless his musical 
expertenees are pleasurable and a means of genuine expression, 
he will consider his lessons just another distasteful chore 
to be done. For such students, the spirit of music lies 
unaw&kened forever within them, and they never get to use one 
of their natural and basic means of expression - music.

If we want musical experiences to be pleasurable to a 
child, they must first be within his grasp and understanding; 
and secondly, they must be of interest to him. Therefore, z~ 
teeehers must consider carefully the child's desires, needs, 
background, and past experiences, if proper attitudes toward 
music are to be built, and learning is to be lasting and 
worthwhile*



#

"learning takes place most effectively when
conditions and results are meaningful and
satisfying to learners." 2% Z - c i u
Experiences, to be appealing to a child, cannot be

directed toward his mind first, but toward his emotions, 
for he is an emotional creature, who feels before he under
stands." .'TZf 1 '

being the music', be
% e i ,  lives, it is felt 

before it is known, and loved before it is learned."3.
Consequently, teaching symbols and facts, before they are 
experienced by. the child, leaves him confused and certainly
uninspired musically. . r ,,

: ■. ':"'V .. v ; ' J* v --3;.:- : ■■fhe «tperienees arnst be the kind then that will give 
the student an opportunity to identify himself with the 
music. Hot only will such experiences make the child feel 
his music more deeply, but they will also result in more 
valuable and beneficial learning.

It should be remembered that
"We learn what we live. We learn it in the degree 
that we live it. We do not learn what we do not 
live. We live what we have learned." 4^

And further,
"When a child enters into a project whole-heartedly, he is learning more effectively, for he is all of a 
piece (body, heart, and mind are in what he is 
doing), and he feels made, over, refreshed, released."5.

2. Pitts, Lilia Belle -The Music Curriculum in a Changing
World - ^g. 34 - . • —  —  — -  —

g . ^s,_I,illa^elle - The Music Curriculum in a Changing
4. mpatriol* W.H.-Educational Method. Vol. XVII, Ho. 4,

Jan., 1938, Pg. 163 uEducation as Learning for Better Living" 
fu Pitts, Lilia Belle - The Music Curriculum in a Changing 

World - Pg. 3 5 ------ — — — --------------- s---



Eaoh eiperienee, therefore, must be enjoyable and must 
give the child an opportunity to live the music. But musical
experiences must go further than this. They must always be

, - . ; , - -
worthwhile, constantly leading toward desirable goals. We 
eannot have isolated situations, if the child is to develop 
into a well-integrated personality. In other words, there 
must be continuity of experiences.

".... every experieneo both takes up somethingfrom those which have gone before and modifies ». 
in some way the quality of those which come 
after.” 6. »
"We must select the kind of present experiences 
that live fruitfully and creatively in subsequent 
experiences.” 7^

6. Dewey, John - Experience and Education - Pg. 27 
77 Dewey, John - Experience inf Education - Pg. li



Chapter II
THE ROTE APPROACH TO TEACHING THE PIANO..- -- ' '. ;'* ?T". * r -
The Rote Versos the Reading approach fc

In piano pedagogy we find two main schools of thought. 
The one school of thought believes that the child must learn 
to read music immediately. The other believes in the newer 
principles of music education: that music should be learned
throng creative experiences, because

n.... vital and economical communication of
musical ideas will ensue only when the one who is using the language has had experience with 
the objects, ideas, and emotions which are 
embodied in it. In musical terms this means 
that aoquaintanee with melody, rhythm, and 
form through the ear and through bodily ex
pression should precede the study of these 
in written music.n 1^ ^
Because the rote approach teaches the child to play the

piano first, through ear experiences, he is not chained
down to figuring out notes and symbols, and can, therefore,
experience the musical Ideas and moods freely.

With the reading approach, the child is constantly
occupied with the individual tone, "adding one after another

S.as each one is thought out.... n His playing will, con
sequently , sound like f,a conglomeration of tones which have' " - -; ; g* : ' • ' ' s '
slight coherence” and little musical interpretation.. . . - I :
1. J)ykema, Peter W. 
E. Dykema, Peter W. 
37 Dykema, Peter ».

Music for Public School admlnistratlon-Pg.33



The Singing activity
What kind of tunes should the young child learn? 

Preferably, folktunes, because they have a strong rhythm 
and a definite melodic pattern, which are easily felt and 
understood by the child. The music should always be worth
while and artistic. i -

It is good to have t^e etmdent sing the tune first, 
before he attempts to play it. Because singing is a common 
experience for most children, they begin with something 
with which they are already familiar,and so, interest is 
immediately created and confidence established.

Its greatest importance, however, is that it results 
in greater musical expressiveness. The piano will be 
approached as a lyrical instrument Instead of as a percussive 
instrument * The piano touch will, therefore, be more singing 
and beautiful.

There are other advantages, too. The child will get a 
good conception of the mood and structure of the music before 
attempting to play it on a strange and difficult instrument. 
It will also develop his melodic sense and acuteness of 
pitch, which is a great aid in memory work.

The Rhythmic Activity
Rhythmic experiences benefit the musical development of 

the child immensely. Through giving free bodily expression 
to the music, he will get to feel its rhythmic sweep in his 
entire muscular and nervous organism. This will result in a



strong and accurate rhythmic sense, which is essential for
fieapturing the spirit of the music in one’s playing.

The differences between the various time meters will be
felt and understood through pleasurable rhythmic activity
rather than through the strict counting of the beats. Such
a mechanical way of beating out the time gets the child into
the habit of playing every beat exactly the same; consequently,
he seldom feels the rhythmic pulse and never the phrase rhythm
of the composition, and so, is unable to interpret it properly.

Once the young student is accustomed to giving these
bodily responses to the music, he will more likely play the
piano with a rhythmic swing of his whole body, instead of
playing with only his arms and hands. By putting his entire
self into his playing, it will be more relaxed and effortless,
fdr "all effort is easier and less tiring when done rhythm!- 

£ l 'cally.” As soon as the art of relaxation is caught, the 
child will be able to express the musio more freely and 
cmjoyably.

Rhythmic experiences help the child identify himself
1 ' - ■ ■ ' >

with the music. He becomes whatever She music expresses - 
the trotting pony or the marching soldier. His interpretation 
will, therefore, come from real feeling within him instead of 
being superficially imposed.from the outside. This feeling 
of withinnese for the music is necessary for deep and rich 
musical growth.

i*. Coleman, Satis - Creative Music for Children - Pg. 87
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Even the form of the. composition can be better under
stood through rhythmic activity. The child might change the 
notion or direction of the movement when a new phrase is 
heard, and go back to the old action when a phrase is repeated.

It is essential that rests are felt as a part of the 
rhythm, too. ■ ■ y s ,

"Rests in music mean the cessation of tone, 
but while they are devoid of sound, they are 
by no means devoid of rhythmic pulsation." 5^

Once the silent pulsation of the rest is felt, it will always
he given its proper value.

. '': . y : ' .Listening
. • • : •• ! ■ ' ' ■ ;Let us now turn to a sadly neglected phase of musical

t" ' I -
development: learning to listen intelligently to music.

, ' , -v v: ... •, ... y V . y ' ' y"' ...'■■ V V >: : y.This includes listening to one's own playing as well. So 
many teachers of piano fail to realize that the right kind
Of listening experiences will do much toward developing

"i b2''general musicianship and improving the child's playing.
The student should learn how to listen and for what to

' <• , . •listen. He will then begin to discriminate between the good
and bad in music, and he will also be able to judge his own 
performances and improve upon them himself. Higher musical 
standards will ensue as well as independent, oritioal thinking.

. :.. ‘ : y ■ - ' ' . - .5. Fox, Lillian, & Hopkins, Thomas L. - Creative School 
Music - Pg.. Ill ---------------



When notes and symbols are taught first, the young 
student is so concentrated on reading the music that he is 
unable to listen to what and to how he is playing. With the 
rote method, however, there is constant opportunity for 
acute listening.

The teacher should sing and play the tune through several 
times in its entirety, so that the child can listen carefully 
for its general feeling and structure. Then after he has 
this general idea, he can learn to play the music.

Since he doesn't have to be occupied with the reading 
of the written music, his attention can be directed toward 
listening to his playing. It is the duty of the teacher, of 
eouree, to see that each listening activity will give the student 
further insight into the music; otherwise the value of such 
activities will be negligible.

Attention is first focused on the mood of the composi
tion. After it is heafcd several times as a whole, the child 
should give his reactions to it and describe its general 
feeling and spirit. A discussion of what gives the rnusio 
its particular mood should then take place. Let the child 
listen for the melodic characteristics. Be should hear if 
the tones skip around very much or if they progress in a 
sealewise pattern. He should also notice if the pitch is 
mainly high or low, if certain tones are repeated constantly, 
and if the tones are long or short.



Through such listening experiences, he will soon dis
cover, for example, that a composition expressing a quiet, 
reflective mood has many soalewise tones that are.played 
slowly and smoothly,.and that a gay tune has many quick, short 
notes that skip around constantly.

The rhythmic qualities of a piece of music are very im
portant in creating the various moods and ideas in music.
The child should listen to see if the rhythm is smooth and 
even or jerky and rough. When the music is festive and merry,
he will discover that the rhythm is jerky and uneven; whereas 
if the mood is peaceful or melancholy, the rhythm is mainly * 
slow and smooth. .

Being able to feel and hear the phrases of a composition, 
and knowing when a phrase is repeated and when it is changed, 
are essential if the child is to gain a clear conception of 
musical form and coherence. The teacher should immediately 
impress upon the mind of the child that the phrase is the 
unit of thought in music, just as the sentence is the unit of
thought in language, T.: %'L- *

As he listens to a tune, he should show the beginning
and ending of each phrase by a swing of his arm from one side 
to the other, or by some other appropriate action. He will.
thus, get a feeling of the length of and will
' ■ „ ' :.discover the number of phrases 'f ft. * " -* : ■ '• •• - , .fti well. Attention should then

be focused on the repetitions and variations of the phrases. 
The child will soon learn that in some tunes the first phrase



retmrns at the end of the oomposition, while in others, a new 
phrase completes it. Through these kinds of listening exper
iences, two and three part forms are introduced and clarified 
in an interesting, vital way, and the child learns to listen 
for complete musical ideas instead of individual tones.

Harmonic Structure
Harmonic changes should also he heard. It makes it in- 

teresting for the child if he sees a change of chord as a 
change in color. He will also feel that certain chords - the 
dominant seventh and the eab-dominant chords - are more active 
than the tonic chord.

While the teacher plays simple tunes, the child should 
experiment playing the tonio chord until it seems discordant. 
The teacher then shows him the sub-dominant or dominant 
seventh chord, whichever fits the melody better. The young 
child may often need to use both hands to play a triad.

After he is familiarized with the tonio, sub-dominant, and 
dominant chords, he should harmonize easy melodies as the 
teacher plays them. The chords are to be changed, not at the 
teacher’s suggestion, but when the child's ear tells him that 
the musical effd'ot requires a change. Before long, such 
training will develop his ear to the extent that he will be 
capable of noting the necessity of a change immediately.
This feeling for harmonic changes will also make the child's 
interpretation more colorful; for he will then play with 
signifioanoe and understanding, instead of in a perfunctory



manner. - % -

It*

To summarize, purposeful listening experiences will 
make the music more meaningful and interesting to the young 
child. They will help him gain a definite picture of the 
design and mood of the composition, which will make his inter
pretation more expressive and intelligible.

Through developing his listening powers, the child will 1 
also find himself on the road to becoming an independent, 
self-assured musician, because he will be able to judge all 
musical performances, including his own, critically and
intelligently. ' - Y v ■■ ■ ■■

- ■■ . ' ' ■ •
Creative Experiences

From the very first lesson the child should have crea
tive experiences in musio. Such experiences will awaken and

- ' ' ' ■ : - ■■

develop his imagination to promote deeper and more vivid 
musical expression. They will also affect his personality 
growth and build his character through the development of
initiative, independence, resourcefulness and the determina-

' • ; . '■ = .

better and more satisfying creative expression in music. This 
determination leads to self-discipline, which is necessary if 
there is to be real achievement in any field.

A word should be said at this time about the role the 
teacher should take to carry out creative work effectively.
If.he constantly imposes his will on the child and forces him 
to stick to rigid plans and ideas, his personality and



eharaoter oannot possibly develop freely and folly. The 
teaeher must, therefore, take the role of an understanding, 
•aeouraging and stimulating guide, urging the child to dis- 
•over things for himself through experimentation and through 
the various listening and rhythmic activities.

Children enjoy composing their own little tunes to 
suitable poetry. By writing these simple melodies, they will 
begin to learn their notes and other musical symbols through 
delightful experiences. It will also show them that 
musical symbols are only a means to am end - not the end 
itself. Furthermore, they will discover how different moods 
and pictures are built in music through the use of appropriate 
tonal and rhythmic patterns, dynamics, and form.

Playing variations on a given melody or accompaniment
is another pleasurable and worthwhile form of creative

- ' ■ ' . . ' • ' 
expression for children. It draws upon their imaginations
for new and interesting ways of changing the musio, therefore
developing their powers for improvisation.

Still another valuable kind of creative work is the trans
position of tunes into various keys. Through this type of 
experience the child learns that he can play the same tune 
on different tones of the piano. Because he must listen 
carefully in order to get the same tonal effects each time, 
this work improves his ear tremendously. It is also impor
ter* in the feet that it acquaints the child with the different 
musical keys upon which our music is built, through fascinating

13.



experiences instead oi through involved factual explanations.
In transposing chords, the child should always transpose 

chord progressions, for chords alone have little musical 
significance. It is their relationship that gives them. - : r- '
musical meaning. The student should learn to play the chords 
to melodies transposed into different keys by the teacher.
He will enjoy such activity and will develop a feeling for 
harmonic structure through it. This activity, formerly 
disoaeset, is a valuable creative activity.

I wish to stress again that every tone the child plays 
must have some significance in a musical idea for him; other
wise he will be playing meaningless notes lacking in 
expression for

nA finger moved without comprehension means  ̂ i 
a movement lost to expression." 6^

The rote approach prevents such thoughtless, perfunctory
playing, since it gives the child the opportunity to express
whole musical ideas at once.

Piano Technique
Technique should not be taught separately from a musi

cal situation. Mechanical drills arc the cause of young 
children developing negative attitudes toward music, because 
they fail to provide them with any chance for Joyful self- 
expression in their music. Therefore, technique and skills

6. Barnett, David - Living with Music - Pg. 50



must be gained in the experiences themselves. The exper
iences should build a readiness for these skills —

11 Every technical drill should grow out of an 
immediate musical experience and should be 
applied at once to further new and interesting 
musical, material. Drill may at times be given 
‘per se', but it should grow out of actual 
music, never being far removed from its con
crete musical employment.n £L

It is; therefore, up to the teacher to use her imagination
end creative ability to plan ways of making technical work
both intriguing and beneficial to the young child.

The study of notation should be brought in gradually.
The child is shown the musical symbols only after he has
experienced them. He will see that tones which he has heard
to go up in neighboring progression, do likewise on the
staff, and that when a tone is skipped, a line or space is
skipped on the staff. The teacher should also point ©mi
various tonal and rhythmic patterns, phrases, and chord

• -■ - ; :progressions.
Often if names of notes are sung to melodies instead of 

words, the child will learn his notes subconsciously. How- 
ever, in any event, drill in notation should follow rote 
experiences and not precede them.

By going into the reading of music a little further at 
each lesson, the child will learn to read music fluently

h. Perham, Beatrice - Music in the Hew School - Pg. 79 
57 Oxford Piano Course - "Teachers'“TTrst Manual” - Pg. 55
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and intelligently without any laborious drills and bewilder
ing explanations. And beeause he has learned to read 
meaningful groups of notes, tonal, rhythmic and harmonic 
patterns, he will be an accurate and expressive sight-reader.

Plano Practice
Purposeful learning requires significant experiences.

The learner changes basically and is a new person with caeh 
of these experiences.

"Some remaking and reorganizing is effected 
throughout, the degree of change at any point 
depending on the character of the experience 
as a whole and on the connection of the par
ticular point with the rest." 9.
The child who practices his piece for sixty minutes by 

going over and over it mechanically, uses only certain 
physical structure. If learning and habit tend toward real 
growth, each repetition must be musically significant. The 
ehlld must feel and know what he is doing. Few people eon 
practice at long periods if they fully concentrate.

In concluding this section, I wish to reiterate that if 
music is to be made a living, vital thing in the child's life, 
the teacher of piano must aim, during the first years of 
study, at not developing skillful performers, but at develop
ing genuine music lovers. Attention must, therefore, be 
focused on the development of general musicianship in the 
child, through pleasurable and worthwhile musical experiences 
that will provide continuous musical and personal growth so

9. Kilpatrick, William Heard - Reconstructed Theory of the 
Educative Process - Pg. 6 ---------------  -------------



that each child will become a well - integrated, happy 
personality.
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Chapter 111

ELEVEN LITTLE PIANO TUNES FOR YOUNG BEGINNERS

Material that is chosen for a young child should lie in 
the singing range of his voice. It should always he within 
his ability and should constantly provide him with the 
opportunity for creative expression. It should also be diver
sified enough to give him broad musical experiences so that 
he will grow musically in all directions.

Many beginners’ piano books use the Middle C approach. 
There are certain disadvantages to this approach. The tunes 
in their original key are not singable for the young student. 
Them, too, it usually demands the constant interchange of 
both hands which is apt to cause the child to concentrate on 
which hand to use instead of on what he is playing, another 
disadvantage is that the first tunes are played on all white
keys, which causes an awkward and cramped hand position, the

. .. ' ' . .. : . - ' ' :
child gets his most natural hand position with the first five 
tomes of the S Major scale; so it is advantageous to start 
him off in this key.

It is true that the Kiddle C approach can teach the 
student to play with an easy swing of the arms and can also 
give him much opportunity to practice attack and release; 
however, our first aim should not be technical proficiency 
but the building of wholesome attitudes toward the study of
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plmao, the finding of joyful self-expression in music, and 
the development of general musicianship.

The following ten tunes, which are built on the five : 
finger pattern, give the young child of six or seven years 
a large variety of musical experiences, while at the same 
time they provide valuable technical drill.

They should be played on different parts of the keyboard 
and with each hand. This provides use of the arms and el- 
bows as well as the wrists and fingers, and enables the child 
to utilize the entire keyboard instead of just the few keys 
immediately in front of him. The melodies can also be trans- 
posed in the various keys, and chords may be worked out for 
the accompaniments. Many times these chords are broken to 
enhance the rhythm and provide interest.

The following tune taken from Playing the Piano by 
Guy Malar and Helene Corzilius is a good beginning tune.- ... ■ ■ . -- . j .

1—
51-eP STif> ST*p S76P fiy*' t?unf 57CP AVeUB

Words such as, "Mary, won’t you play this pretty tune?" 
can be made up to fit the melody. Although this tune is 
really the old five finger exercise, it is made interesting 
because of its changed rhythm and added words.

then the child makes his first attempt to transpose this



*
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tune in other keys, he v/ill naturally omit the necessary 
accidentals in certain keys. Let me repeat again that the 
teacher should b* patient and let the child experiment with 
the tones until he finds the correct ones.

Through this simple tune, two basic rhythmic patterns 
are felt:

n n
The quarter notes will be known as stepping notes to the shill, 
and the eighth notes as running notes. The half note at the 
end of the piece will be felt as step, hold.

The next little tune is a march with a soalewise tonal 
pattern and also with the tones that make up the tonic chord. 
This melody is on Page 19 of the above-mentioned beginners' 
book.

v.6 =*===*=
HeAR /VARĉ'0'C-

=fc
At/. LovQ. M t - l f r  TirRO {t-H eR b

The child can, first of all, march to it. Through this 
activity, he will discover that the rhythm is even. Hext, 
he should listen for the tonal progressions. Ho will learn 
the new tonal pattern

— I'A-' T  ■) ] l p H

which are the tones of the tonic chord.



After he has discovered how the tones go tip and down 
and where they've skipped, he can then te shown the printed 
page. When the tones go up, he will see that they go up in 
corresponding fashion on the staff; when they go down, they 
likewise go A m m  on the staff; and when a tone is skipped, 
he will notice that a line or space is skipped on the staff 
to show the omission of that tone.

In "Singing and Playing" of The Oxford Piano Course 
there are some good beginning tunes. Ho. 5, The River, has 
a sealewise five finger pattern of eighth notes and also 
provides a valuable drill for the fifth finger of the right ‘ 
hand and the thmmh of the left hand.

El.

The new rhythmic pattern this tune introduces is



The o h m
& *2 . 4̂; .

Is repeated and the differenee between the two phrases. He 
should also notice how the tones go up to represent the 
river up in the mountains, and how they go down to show that 
it is going 21 downward to the sea", and still further, how the 
running notes give one the feeling of the flowing river. 
Through such observation the child will begin to see how 
different moods and pictures are created in music.

Ho. 6, The Little Clock, is an excellent continuation of 
the tonal pattern involving the fifth and third fingers and 
of the rhythmic pattern

' ----— .... .. . - v , -
n  r i  # =



The tonal pattern of this tune is developed still fur-
-ther to include the fourth and second fingers as well.

________■

* A
T a -i::P

By having this pattern repeated three times, sufficient drill 
is provided.

Pjhen the student plays this song on different parts of 
the keyboard, he will discover that by using the very low 
tones, the olook sounds like a big grandfather clock and that 
by using the very high tones, it t sounds like a tiny, little
watch. This experimentation will teach him that different

*

parts of the keyboard can produce different effects. It will 
also give him a lesson in dynamics, for he will learn to play
softly to,represent the dainty little watch, and loudly to

' ' ' - , ' -  ' . '
represent the big grandfather clock.

So far the child has had experience only with 4/4 and 
2/4 time; so the next tune can be in 3/4 time, like Ho. 3,
The Wishing Star in "Singing and Playing.n

f I ̂
J xa'To mi

#
j ; 1 - 1

x*To m i Wt/sitt/ *  sj/vz /makcgs s/ftc-rfr
# 1 1 . -i i

It is a quiet, peaceful song. The child will learn that this 
quiet feeling is created by using an even, smooth rhythm and 
tones that are close together.
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: '
Sine® one of the tonal patterns is

it provides good drill for the tones that make up the tonio 
chord. It also introduces the tonal pattern

.I . J i j t=
h::"' '5 .;

which is frequently foundat ih® •ndof compositions.
A tune similar to The Wishing Star in rhythmic and tonal

patterns and mood is Ho. 5, The Oriole1 s Best in "learning
. .■... ....... .

to Play the Piano" , Part One, of The Oxford Piano Course. .
■

In this song the child can pretend he is rocking some-
one to sleep as the teacher plays it. It will be a continua-

' . 1 „ .

tion of experiencing quiet music.



Both The Wishing Star and the Oriole's Hest aid 1m
development of a soft, light touch.

the

A minor tune can Be introduced at this time so that the
child can begin to feel the difference between the major and

i . • : :minor modes. < - ' -
Since all children have experienced the feeling of 

staying in on a rainy, dreary day. Ho. 7, it Rainy Day in 
"Learning to Play the Piano" will be easily felt by them.

A** b&jFTwG- ov&RHe*#

After the child has heard this tune in its orig&mml 
form several times, the teacher should let him see what happens 
when it is changed into the major mode. He will discover that 
it is no longer descriptive of a drab, lonely day; instead, it



sounds more like a happy, bright day.
no. 6, A gamy, Bgr, in "Earning to Bley the Fitmo” , pre-

scats an excellent contrast to A Rainy Bay.
- ' - .

' ■ - ........ ' 1 . . %:

26.

Since this tune is in B Major, it can be easily compared 
with ^ Rainy Bay which is in B Minor. %hen the child changes 
A Sunny Bay into the minor mode, he will find that it sounds 
very much like a Rainy Day in mood. These two tunes will show
the child how greatly the major and minor modes can influence 
the mood of a composition. ? 5

ii Sunny Day introduces the important rhythmic pattern

and the repetition of tones.



there is also further drill la the tones of the tonic short.

Ho. 18, Lullaby, in "Singing and Playing", continues 
drill on repeated tones. It also begins with the third finger 
Instead of with the first.

this tune can be compared with The Oriole's Best and 
The Wishing Star, as they all have the same mood. The child 
should notice the soalewise tonal progressions which help 
give the selection its quiet feeling.

There are several new rhythmic combinations introduced:

There are also some new tonal patterns to be learned:



This latter tonal pattern is use A very often as the ending of
a composition.

The last tune is Ho. 17, Hop Sootoh, in "Singing and 
Playing." It introduces 6/8 rhythm and also provides excellent 
drill for wide tonal skips.

.

Conic 'Jo/V TSe C-A fife 1 *0 *1  H o p ft /c t- f im l Ah*hi

This tone, as most other tunes in 6/8 time, should be 
felt and played in two’s instead of in sixes; otherwise it 
will leek the proper rhythmic swing.

Since most children have experienced the game of hop: . . \ - . '
scotch, they will express themselves naturally and easily in 
this tune.

It presents a variety of rhythmic patterns:



s».

1 'm  j.
.

'** $ t fir'

The chili should notice that the tonal progressionsf are very
active to give the effect of jumping and hopping.

He should notice further that the skips always go up to the 
same tone.

After tunes are used which employ only five tones and 
are under the five fingers, it will he desirable to introduce 
a melody which requires the extensions of the hand beyond the 
five finger position. The child up to this time may even be 
reading his notes by the finger positions (which is entirely 
legitimate and utilized by all proficient readers). The 
second finger may now play the third tone of the scale and the 
third finger may play the fifth, etc. Sometimes substitutions 
of fingers are necessary to extend the hand positions.

Bo. 21, Happy Rosins, in "The Oxford Piano Course", First 
Book, is a gay little tune demanding the extension of the 
fingers and substitutions, too.

169353
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Chapter IV 
COHCLUSIOH

I wish to repeat that if piano lessons are always made
pleasurable for the child, by using material which is within
his understanding and ability to experience, and by letting
him find satisfying self-expression in his music right from
the start, he will never find bis lessons distasteful, bet
instead, a source of inspiration to work ever harder for
deeper, richer musical expression.

".... enjoyment becomes a force in creating
attitudes, which move learners from merely 
wishing to be and to do, into willing to be, 
to do, and to express, in more ideal ways." 1.
The first period of the study of piano should be devoted 

entirely to building the proper attitudes toward music and 
to giving the child a solid musical foundation, which will 
result in real musical understanding, independent, critical 
musical judgment, and a deep and.lasting love for music.

Only then will music become a vital, dynamic force in 
the student’s life, strengthening his personality and charac
ter and giving him spiritual uplift and greater powers of 
emotional release and creative expression.

Once the desire for music and sound musicianship have 
been developed, the student will be ready and willing to study 1

1. Pitts, Lilla^Belle - The Music Curriculum in a Changing



##

music seriously anl to work hard at gaining and mastering 
the necessary skills and technics.

Let every teacher of piano remember, while teaching the 
great art of music, that

-V .:>■< ' ■"if it has not helped us to recognize and enjoy 
beauty or to express some form of beauty that 
is within us, if it has not helped to make our 
lives move in better adjustment to the 'rhythmic 
beat of nature', - the fault lies not in the art, 
but in the use that we and those before us have 
made of it.” S.

L v . . .  .

2. Coleman, Satis - Creative Music for Children - Pg. 12
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